SACNAS: Student Engagement

2014 SACNAS National Conference
Creativity, Vision, & Drive: Toward Full Representation in STEM
October 16 – 18, 2014
Los Angeles Convention Center

View the 2014 National Conference Agenda

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
- FACULTY POSITION IN CELL, MOLECULAR AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
- COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY AND BIOMATERIALS
- TENURE-TRACK POSITION IN MATHEMATICS
- ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CELL BIOLOGIST
- ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THEORETICAL/COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY

Submit an Opportunity Now!

Become a Member
Join the SACNAS Community. Choose MORE

Get Involved
Volunteer with SACNAS and learn more. MORE

Attend an Event
Learn about the National Conference. MORE
Lessons Learned

- Advertising
- Student understanding
- Coordination
- Senior scientist understanding
SACNAS Activities

Ocean Science Row

Student Posters

Ocean Science Talks

Presentation Judges